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Abstract
This paper examines whether the existence and the timing of real balance ef-
fects contribute to the determination of the absolute price level, as suggested by
Patinkin (1949,1965), and if they affect conditions for local equilibrium unique-
ness and stability. I show that there exists a unique price level sequence that
is consistent with an equilibrium under interest rate policy, only if beginning-of-
period money yields transaction services. Predetermined real money balances can
then serve as a state variable, implying that interest rate setting must be passive –
a violation of the Taylor-principle – for unique, stable, and non-oscillatory equilib-
rium sequences. On the contrary, when the end-of-period money stock facilitates
transactions, the equilibrium displays nominal indeterminacy and equilibrium
uniqueness requires an interest rate setting consistent with the Taylor-principle.
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1 Introduction
The conduct of monetary and fiscal policy is known to affect the determination of the
price level and, under non-neutrality, the real equilibrium allocation. While previous
contributions to this line of research have primarily considered monetary policy regimes
that are characterized by constant money growth (see, e.g., Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1983,
and Matsuyama, 1990, 1991), recent studies mainly focus on policy regimes summarized
by interest rate feedback rules, such as Taylor (1993), Benhabib et al. (2001a, 2001b,
2003), Carlstrom and Fuerst (2001) or Be´nassy (2000). Correspondingly, researchers
nowadays pay less attention to the role of monetary aggregates and increasingly employ
money demand specifications that allow to neglect money for the analysis of equilib-
rium determination (see Dupor, 2001, Woodford, 2003, or Carlstrom and Fuerst, 2004).
Given that fiscal solvency is guaranteed under all possible circumstances, there are two
prominent results in this literature. First, the equilibrium allocation is neutral with re-
spect to the absolute price level (nominal indeterminacy). Second, the Taylor-principle
ensures stability and uniqueness of equilibrium sequences. According to the Taylor-
principle (activeness), monetary policy should aggressively fight inflation by raising the
nominal interest rate more than the increase in inflation.
In this paper, I examine whether these prominent findings are robust to differ-
ent specifications of money demand, when prices are completely flexible. To be more
precise, I revisit the role of real balance effects and their timing for equilibrium deter-
mination, the determination of the absolute price level and for uniqueness and stability
of equilibrium sequences. I show, that if the beginning-of-period stock of money fa-
cilitates transactions and interest rate policy is contingent on current inflation, then
predetermined real money balances can restrict current consumption in every period
under interest rate policy. I.e. predetermined real money balances can serve as an
endogenous state variable of the economy, a key role of real money, which has been dis-
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regarded in the literature.1 In this case , a perfect foresight equilibrium displays nominal
determinacy: it is is associated with a unique price level sequence. Interest rate policy
should then rather be passive than active – a violation of the Taylor-principle – to avoid
oscillatory or explosive equilibrium sequences, such that a perfect foresight equilibrium
is uniquely determined (real determinacy). Notably, the unique determination of the
price level and the uniqueness of equilibrium sequences are 2 sides of the same coin. If
real money is a state variable, then the whole set of equilibrium sequences is indexed
with a particular value for initial real money balances, which results in a particular ini-
tial value for the price level, since initial nominal balances are given. Working forward,
this mechanism pins down uniquely the complete set of sequences for the absolute price
level and nominal balances under interest policy.
I set up a discrete time general equilibrium model with flexible prices, where real
money balances and consumption enter the utility function in a non-separable way,
that is consistent with a shopping time technology (McCallum and Goodfriend, 1987).2
I apply two different specifications about the particular stock of money, that enters
the utility function: Either the stock of money at the beginning or at the end of the
period is assumed to yield transaction services. The former specification corresponds to
Svensson’s(1985) timing of markets within one period, where the goods market is closed,
before the asset market is opened. Then, households rely on the stock of money carried
over from the previous period for transactions in the goods market. This formulation is
applied for example in Woodford (1990), McCallum and Nelson (1999) or more recently
in Persson, Persson and Svensson (2006). The second specification, which can be found
1This property marks a main difference of my framework to the specifications in Carlstrom and
Fuerst, 2001, who show that different assumptions of the timing of markets can affect the conditions
(real) equilibrium determinacy under interest rate rules.
2Feenstra (1986) and Brock (1974) show that a MIU formulation can be equivalent to more explicit
formulations of transaction frictions such as cash-in-advance constraints, real resource costs of transac-
tions or shopping time specifications. For an exact equivalence, real money balances and consumption
should enter the utility function in a non-separable way.
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in Woodford (2003) or Sargent and Ljungqvist (2004), can be interpreted as a short-cut
for a reverse timing of markets. I.e. households can always adjust their money holdings
to facilitate transactions. The resulting real balance effects are commonly neglected,
since they are typically found to be very small (Lucas, 2000 or Ireland, 2004). I show,
that the existence and the timing of real balance effects (not the magnitude) can have
substantial implications for equilibrium determination.
Under real balance effects and interest rate policy, a uniquely determined price level
is associated with real money being a relevant state variable and, thus, with a history
dependent evolution of equilibrium sequences, which crucially affects the conditions for
macroeconomic stability. This property has been disregarded in related studies where
money demand specifications are applied which relate to my end-of-period version (see
Benhabib et al., 2001a, Carlstrom and Fuerst, 2001, or Woodford, 2003). Through-
out the analysis of stability and uniqueness of equilibrium sequences, I take into ac-
count that (stable) equilibrium sequences can be non-oscillatory or oscillatory. This
distinction is important since stable but oscillatory equilibrium sequences can hardly
be viewed as recommendable for a central bank that aims to stabilize the economy.
The main principles for equilibrium determination and stability under simple monetary
policy feedback rules and can be summarized as follows.
• For the unique determination of a rational expectations equilibrium and a con-
sistent price level sequence, i.e., for real and nominal determinacy, beginning-of-
period money has to enter the utility function, and interest rate policy has to
respond to current inflation. Neither an interest rate peg nor a forward looking
interest rate rule lead to this result.
• Under the beginning-of-period specification, an interest rate policy that reacts
to changes in current inflation has to be passive for equilibrium sequences to be
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uniquely determined and to converge to the steady state in a non-oscillatory way.
• If the end-of-period specification applies or expected future inflation serves as
the policy indicator, real balance effects turn out to be (almost) negligible for
equilibrium determination: The perfect foresight equilibrium is consistent with
any price level sequence, and the Taylor-principle is necessary for stability and
uniqueness of equilibrium sequences.
• Under a constant money growth regime, a perfect foresight equilibrium displays
nominal determinacy, but real money does not serve as a relevant state variable.
Remarkably, for the economy to evolve in a history dependent way, it does not
suffices, that monetary policy is history dependent. Equilibrium sequences are,
in any case, locally stable and uniquely determined.3
While these results are derived for the case where the labor supply elasticity is finite,
I further show that the assumption of an infinitely elastic labor supply, which is for
example made in Dupor (2001), or Carlstrom and Fuerst (2004), for a related purpose,
is not harmless for the local equilibrium properties under interest rate policy. For
example, I find that an equilibrium under interest rate policy and flexible prices is
then consistent with any initial price level, and that the well-established principles for
equilibrium uniqueness for a separable utility function (see Woodford, 2003) apply when
end-of-period money provides utility.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the model.
Section 3 analyzes nominal and real determinacy under flexible prices. In the first
part, I consider the case where the beginning-of-period stock of money provides utility,
while the results for the end-of-period specification are briefly summarized in the second
3This result relies on real balance effects to imply consumption and real balances to be Edgeworth-
complements. When they are Edgeworth-substitutes, constant money growth can also lead to real
indeterminacy, as shown by Carlstrom and Fuerst (2003).
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part.4 For both specifications, I derive the implications for equilibrium determination
and local stability under current and forward looking interest rate rules, and for money
growth rules. The last part of section 3 discusses my findings and compares them to
results in related studies. In section 4 I list the main results when prices are set in a
staggered way. 5 Section 5 concludes.
2 The model
In this section an infinite horizon general equilibrium model with representative agents
and perfectly flexible prices is developed. I consider a money in the utility function
specification that leads to real balance effects and assume either that the stock of
money at the beginning or at the end of the period yields transaction services. Monetary
policy is either specified in form of an interest rate feedback rule or constant money
growth. To check for the robustness of the results for the former policy regime, I apply
contemporaneous and forward looking interest rate rules.
Lower (upper) case letters denote real (nominal) variables. There is a continuum
of identical and infinitely lived households. At the beginning of period t, households’
financial wealth comprises moneyMt−1 and nominally non-state contingent government
bonds Bt−1 carried over from the previous period. The households’ budget constraint
reads
Mt +Bt + Ptct ≤ Rt−1Bt−1 +Mt−1 + Ptwtlt − Ptτt, (1)
ct denotes consumption, Pt the aggregate price level, wt the real wage rate, lt work-
ing time, τt a lump-sum tax, and Rt the gross nominal interest rate on government
4My findings for the latter case relate to the results in Benhabib et al. (2001a), Carlstrom and
Fuerst (2001), and Woodford (2003)
5The details of this analysis can be found in an accompanying working paper version, Schabert and
Stoltenberg (2005).
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bonds. Further, households have to fulfill the no-Ponzi game condition, limt→∞(mt +
bt)
∏t
i=1 pii/Ri−1 ≥ 0. The objective of the representative household is
∞∑
t=0
βtu (ct, lt, At/Pt) , β ∈ (0, 1), (2)
β denotes the subjective discount factor and At nominal balances, which will be defined
below. The instantaneous utility function is assumed to satisfy
uc > 0, ul < 0, ua > 0, ucc < 0, uaa < 0, ull ≤ 0, (3)
uca > 0, ucl = ual = 0, uccuaa − u2ca > 0, (4)
and the usual Inada-conditions, where at = At/Pt. According to (4) the cross derivative
uca is (strictly) positive, such that marginal utility of consumption rises with real money
balances. The resulting properties, i.e., non-separability and real balance effects, typi-
cally emerge under more explicit specifications of transaction frictions. As, for example,
shown by Brock (1974) or Feenstra (1986), a money-in-the-utility (MIU) function spec-
ification, which is equivalent to a specification where purchases of consumption goods
are associated with transaction costs that are either measured by shopping time or real
resources, is usually characterized by these properties. To be more precise, introducing
these transaction frictions in a corresponding model with a utility function v(ct, 1− lt)
would lead to real balance effects, which are equivalent to a MIU specification with
uca > 0, if (but not only if) the labor supply elasticity is finite (see the accompanying
working paper version Schabert and Stoltenberg, 2005). It should be noted that an
infinite labor supply elasticity will lead to be of particular interest in what follows.
To avoid additional complexities, I assume that the respective cross derivatives are
equal to zero ulc = ula = 0.
6 The last assumption in (4), uccuaa−u2ca > 0, is imposed to
6This implies that the instantaneous utility function u(ct, at, lt) can be written as f(ct, at)− g(lt).
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ensure – together with (3) – the utility function to be strictly concave. The conditions
in (3)-(4) further ensure that real money balances and consumption are normal goods,
i.e. that the utility function exhibits increasing expansion paths with respect to money
and consumption.
The variable At describes the relevant stock of money that provides – in real terms
– utility. Throughout the paper, I consider two cases, where At denotes money either
held at the Beginning of the period, Mt−1, or at the End of period, Mt :7
At =
 Mt−1 version BMt version E .
The B-version, which, for example, relates to the money-in-the-utility function specifi-
cations in Woodford (1990), McCallum and Nelson (1999), and is more recently applied
in Persson, Persson and Svensson (2006). It is consistent with Svensson’s (1985) timing
of markets assumption within one period where the goods market is closed before the
asset market is opened. This means that the representative agent in period t relies
on the stock of money carried over from the previous period for transactions in the
goods market – implying that a surprise inflation directly affects households’ utility.
On the contrary, in the end-of-period specification (E-version), which can for example
be found in Brock (1974), Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004), or Woodford (2003), the
stock of money held at the end of the period facilitates transactions. This formulation
corresponds to the reverse timing of markets, i.e. the asset market is closed before the
goods market is opened.
Maximizing (2) subject to (1) and the no-Ponzi game condition for given initial
7These specifications are related, but not identical, to those applied in Carlstrom and Fuerst (2001).
In particular, they assume that the monetary aggregate, which enters the utility function, is either
given by At = Mt−1 + Rt−1Bt − Bt + Ptτt or At = Mt−1 + Rt−1Bt − Bt + Ptτt − Ptct + Ptyt. As a
consequence, money demand can matter for local uniqueness of the equilibrium sequences of inflation
and consumption under interest rate policy, even if the utility function is separable.
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values M−1 > 0 and R−1B−1 ≥ 0 leads to the following first order conditions for
consumption, money, labor supply, and government bonds:
λt =
 uc (ct,mt−1/pit) version Buc (ct,mt) version E , (5)
it
λt+1
pit+1
=
 ua (ct+1,mt/pit+1) /pit+1 version Bβ−1ua (ct,mt) version E , (6)
ul(lt) = −wtλt, (7)
λt = βRtλt+1pi
−1
t+1, (8)
where it = Rt − 1 denotes the net interest rate on government bonds, λt denotes a
Lagrange multiplier, pit the inflation rate pit = Pt/Pt−1, and mt real balances mt =
Mt/Pt. Note that beginning-of-period real balances mt−1 enter the set of first order
conditions only in case B and only together with the current inflation rate, implying
that in principle, both versions are forward-looking. Nevertheless, I will show below
that beginning-of-period real money balances can restrict current consumption, if they
serve as a relevant state variable. The optimum is further characterized by the budget
constraint (1) holding with equality and by the transversality condition limt→∞(mt +
bt)
∏t
i=1 pii/Ri−1 = 0.
There is a continuum of perfectly competitive firms of mass one. Firms produce the
consumption good ct with the linear technology yt = ll. The only production factor
labor, supplied by households, is hired on a competitive labor market – implying that
profit maximization leads to zero profits and a real wage wt of unity. Total output
comprises private consumption.
The public sector consists of a fiscal and a monetary authority. I consider two widely
applied specifications for the monetary policy regime. The first regime is characterized
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by the central bank setting the nominal interest rate contingent on current or on future
inflation.
Rt = ρ (pit) , or Rt = ρ (pit+1) , with ρ
′ ≥ 0, Rt ≥ 1. (9)
I further assume that the steady state condition R = pi/β has a unique solution for
R > 1. According to the interest rate feedback rule (9), the response of the interest
rate to changes in inflation, ρpi, is non-negative. The second regime, is characterized by
the central bank holding the money growth constant Mt/Mt−1 = µ, where µ ≥ 1 :
mtpit/mt−1 = µ. (10)
The fiscal authority issues risk-free one period bonds, receives lump-sum taxes from
households, and transfers from the monetary authority. I assume that tax policy
guarantees government solvency (ricardian fiscal policy), i.e., ensures limt→∞(mt +
bt)
∏t
i=1 pii/Ri−1 = 0.
3 Equilibrium determination under flexible prices
In this section, I assess how real balance effects, the timing of markets and monetary
policy affect the determination of the price level and of the perfect foresight equilibrium.
As described in the previous section, I consider two versions of the model which differ
with regard to the stock of money that enters the utility function, i.e., the B-version
and the E-version, and I consider three types of monetary policy rules described by (9)
or (10). The equilibrium for a positive interest rate (Rt > 1) can then be summarized
as follows.
Definition 1 Given an initial money endowment M−1, a ricardian fiscal policy τt∀ t ≥
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0 and a monetary policy (9) or (10), a perfect foresight equilibrium (PFE) consists of
set of sequences {ct, pit, mt, Rt}∞t=0 and a price level P0 satisfying
1. for the B-version:
ul(ct) = −uc
(
ct,
mt−1
pit
)
∀t ≥ 1, (11)
uc
(
ct,
mt−1
pit
)
= βRtuc
(
ct+1,
mt
pit+1
)
/pit+1 ∀t ≥ 1, (12)
(Rt − 1)uc
(
ct+1,
mt
pit+1
)
= ua
(
ct+1,
mt
pit+1
)
∀t ≥ 1, (13)
and for t = 0:
ul(c0) = −uc
(
c0,
M−1
P0
)
, (14)
uc
(
c0,
M−1
P0
)
= βR0uc
(
c1,
M0
P1
)
/pi1, (15)
(R0 − 1)uc
(
c1,
M0
P1
)
= ua
(
c1,
M0
P1
)
, (16)
2. for the E-version:
ul(ct) = −uc (ct,mt) ∀t ≥ 1, (17)
uc (ct,mt) = βRtuc (ct+1,mt+1) /pit+1 ∀t ≥ 1, (18)
(Rt − 1)uc (ct+1,mt+1) /pit+1 = ua (ct,mt) /β ∀t ≥ 1, (19)
and for t = 0
ul(c0) = −uc (c0,M0/P0) , (20)
uc (c0,M0/P0) = βR0uc (c1,M1/P1) /pi1, (21)
(R0 − 1)uc (c1,M1/P1) /pi1 = ua (c0,M0/P0) /β, (22)
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and the transversality condition.
Remarkably, the two versions substantially differ with respect to the relevance of the
price level. In the E-version the PFE is purely forward-looking, such that consumption
in the first period depends only on the fraction of the current values for the absolute
price level and nominal money (see (20)). Thus, the absolute value for P0 is irrelevant
and the PFE is neutral with respect to P0. In the B-version however, consumption
c0 relates to the fraction of the given initial value M−1 and the price level P0 (see
(14)). Then, the price level is non-neutral for the PFE, such that a particular set
of equilibrium sequences is associated with a unique price level sequence including a
particular value for P0. The following corollary states this substantial difference between
the two versions.
Corollary 1 Given a set of equilibrium sequences {ct, pit}∞t=0 and an initial value M−1,
the sequences of the absolute price level {Pt}∞t=0 and nominal money {Mt}∞t=0 are uniquely
determined by (14) and (11) in the B-version, while in the E-version (20) and (17)
define infinitely many pairs Pt,Mt consistent with a perfect foresight equilibrium.
Notice that if consumption and real money balances enter the utility function separately,
i.e. uca = 0, the entire consumption path does not depend on the concrete values of
the price level and nominal money – in both versions. Thus, the dependence of an
allocation on the price level builds on the existence of real balance effects and on the
assumption, that beginning-of-period money yields transaction services. To be more
precise, if uca 6= 0, my assumptions about the utility function ensure, that the condition
for the optimal intra-temporal substitution between leisure and consumption defines an
implicit monotone function, Mt−1/Pt = f(ct) in the B-version (see (14) and (11)) and
mt = f(ct) in the E-version ∀t ≥ 0, see (20) and (17).8 Thus, given M−1, a specific
8The derivative for this implicit function, f ′(•) = −(ull + ucc)/uca, is monotone increasing for
Edgeworth-Complements.
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value for consumption in the first period, is in the B-version associated with a unique
value for the price level, P0, while in the E-version, consumption relates only to a unique
value of the fraction M0/P0.
The dependence of a given allocation on a particular initial absolute price level is
often summarized by the notion “nominal determinacy” (see Benhabib et al., 2001a). It
is crucial to note that the role of the price level in the first period does not relate to the
unique determination of equilibrium sequences (including the inflation sequence) which
is summarized by the notion “real determinacy”. These properties are summarized in
the following definition, which corresponds to the definition applied in Benhabib et al.
(2001a).
Definition 2 The equilibrium displays real determinacy if there exists a unique set of
equilibrium sequences {ct, pit, mt, Rt}∞t=0. Given M−1, the equilibrium displays nominal
indeterminacy if for any particular set of equilibrium sequences, there exist infinite
many price levels P0 consistent with a perfect foresight equilibrium.
Remarkably, for a set of equilibrium sequences to be characterized by nominal determi-
nacy, it suffices, that one of the values c0, pi0, m0 or R0 is associated with a particular
price level in the first period P0. If uca 6= 0 and the B-version applies, real determinacy
(equilibrium uniqueness), is sufficient for the determination of P0, such that nominal
determinacy applies. However, in the E-version, the equilibrium displays nominal inde-
terminacy (see corollary 1) even if the equilibrium is characterized by real determinacy.
A PFE, which is characterized by real determinacy and, thus, a unique inflation
sequence, can be associated with multiple price level sequences, even if beginning-of-
period money enters the utility function. If, for example, there are no real balance
effects (uca = 0), the price level is neutral with regard to the determination of equi-
librium sequences {ct, pit, Rt}∞t=0 under interest rate policy. Thus, two different values
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for the initial price level together with an equilibrium inflation sequence lead to two
different price level sequences consistent with the PFE. Evidently, one cannot uniquely
determine a unique price level sequence if there are infinitely many equilibrium infla-
tion sequences. Independent of the existence of real balance effects, the PFE under a
constant money growth rule is associated with a unique price level sequence, whenever
{mt}∞t=0 is uniquely determined.
To summarize, under interest rate policy and if there are no real balance effects, the
equilibrium displays nominal indeterminacy in both versions. Given real determinacy
and the presence of real balance effects, the equilibrium in the B-version exhibits nom-
inal determinacy, while in the E-version the equilibrium is in any case associated with
multiple price level sequences under interest rate policy. Whether real determinacy is
ensured or not depends on monetary policy.
In the following analysis, I apply Blanchard and Kahn’s (1980) approach to the
analysis of a rational expectations equilibrium. For this, I focus on the model’s behavior
in the neighborhood of the steady state, and apply a linear approximation of the set of
non-linear equilibrium conditions. Throughout, I restrict my attention to locally stable
equilibrium sequences, i.e., to equilibrium sequences that converge to the steady state.
3.1 Beginning-of-period money
I start with the case where the beginning-of-period stock of money enters the util-
ity function. The deterministic steady state is then characterized by the following
properties: R = pi/β, −ul(c) = uc(c,m/pi), and uc(c,m/pi)
(
R− 1) = ua(m/pi, c). A
discussion of the existence and uniqueness of a steady state for R > 1 can be found in
appendix 6.1 . Log-linearizing the model at the steady state, leads to the following set
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of equilibrium conditions:
εcam̂t−1 − εcapit = (σl + σc) ĉt, (23)
σcĉt − εcam̂t−1 + εcapit = σcĉt+1 − εcam̂t + (εca + 1) pit+1 − R̂t, (24)
(εca + σa) m̂t = −zR̂t + (σc + φac) ĉt+1 + (εca + σa)pit+1, (25)
where z ≡ R/(R − 1) > 1, σl ≡ lullul ≥ 0, σc ≡ − cuccuc > 0, σa ≡ −auaaua > 0, εca ≡
auca
uc
> 0, and φac ≡ cuacua > 0, and f̂t denotes the percent deviation of a generic
variable ft from its steady state value f : f̂t = log(ft)− log(f). These conditions (and
the transversality condition) have to be satisfied by the equilibrium sequences for the
steady state deviations of consumption, real balances, the inflation rate, and of the
nominal interest rate, {ĉt, pit, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0 and a monetary policy regime satisfying
R̂t = ρpipit, or R̂t = ρpipit+1, or m̂t = m̂t−1 − pit, (26)
where ρpi denotes the steady state inflation elasticity ρpi ≡ ρ′(pi)(pi/R) ≥ 0. Following
Benhabib et al. (2001), interest rate policy is called active or according to the Taylor-
principle if ρpi > 1, and passive if ρpi < 1. An active (passive) interest rate setting
leads to an increase (decrease) in the real interest rate in response to an increase in
the inflation measure. It should be noted that concavity of the utility function implies:
Υ ≡ σcσa − εcaφac > 0,9 which restricts the magnitude of real balance effects. A
closer look at the equilibrium conditions (23) and (24) reveals that the private sector
behavior is not independent of the beginning-of-period value for real balances m̂t−1,
as they are (implicitly) assumed to lower households’ transactions costs. Given that
m̂t−1 is predetermined, the households’ behavior can induce the economy to evolve in a
9I view this as a realistic implication, given that estimates of εca and φac, are usually found to be
small. According to US estimates reported in Woodford (2003), εca does not exceed 0.005 and φac ≤ 2.
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history dependent way, i.e. predetermined real money balances can be a state variable.
Defining [m̂t, ĉt, pit, R̂t]
′ ≡ x̂t, the following definition summarizes this property.
Definition 3 Consider the fundamental solution for the equilibrium sequences {x̂t}∞t=0,
that satisfies the equilibrium conditions (23)-(25) and one monetary policy rule (26).
If there exists a locally stable and unique fundamental solution of the linear functional
form
x̂t =

ηm
ηc
ηpi
ηR

m̂t−1 = Λm̂t−1 ∀t ≥ 0 (27)
with ηi 6= 0 for i = m, c, pi,R, then predetermined real money balances are an endogenous
state variable.
It is crucial to note, that if real money balances are a state variable, then not only first
period values x̂0 are associated with a particular first period price level. Instead, the
whole set of equilibrium variables is indexed with a specific value for m−1 a at each
point in time, i.e. x̂t = Λ.
t+1m̂−1, ∀t > 0. For a given initial value M−1, the set of
equilibrium sequences relies on a particular initial price level P−1. Since this mechanism
applies to each period, the complete set of sequences for the absolute price level {Pt}∞t=0
and nominal balancesMt}∞t=0 is uniquely determined. Evidently, if real money balances
are a state variable, the equilibrium displays nominal determinacy. But as will become
clear below, the reverse must not be true.
Yet, m̂t−1 enters the equilibrium conditions jointly with the current inflation rate.
Thus, predetermined real money serves as a relevant endogenous state variable, only
if the current inflation pit rate is uniquely determined, which implies real determinacy.
Given real determinacy, nominal determinacy applies, whenever the beginning-of-period
stock of money enters the utility function. But monetary policy is decisive for real de-
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terminacy, i.e. for the possibility to uniquely determine a price level sequence. In the
subsequent analysis, I will show that this requires the central bank to set the nominal
interest rate contingent on current inflation. Under an interest rate peg, ρpi = 0, an in-
flation sequence and, therefore, a price level sequence cannot be uniquely determined.10
I start with the case where the central bank sets the nominal interest rate according
to an interest rate feedback rule. At first, I consider current inflation as the policy
indicator, R̂t = ρpipit. The following proposition summarizes the equilibrium properties
for the cases where the labor supply elasticity 1/σl takes a finite value or is infinite.
Proposition 1 (B, Interest rate policy, R̂t = ρpipit) Consider that beginning-of-period
money enters the utility function and that the nominal interest rate is set contingent
on changes in current inflation R̂t = ρpipit.
1. When the labor supply elasticity is finite, σl > 0 , predetermined real money bal-
ances serve as a state variable. The equilibrium displays real determinacy and
local stability if and only if
(a) ρpi1 < ρpi < 1 for εca >
σa
2z−1 and σl > σl, leading to non-oscillatory equilib-
rium sequences, or ρpi ∈ (1, ρpi1), leading to oscillatory equilibrium sequences,
(b) ρpi > 1 for εca <
σa
2z−1 or σl < σl, leading to oscillatory equilibrium sequences,
where ρpi1 ≡ σl(εca+σa)+Υσl(2z−1)εca−σlσa−Υ and σl ≡ Υ(2z−1)εca−σa .
2. When the labor supply elasticity is infinite, σl = 0, predetermined real money
balances do not serve as a state variable. Consumption ĉt cannot uniquely be
determined, while the equilibrium sequences {ĉt+1, pit, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0 are locally stable
and uniquely determined if and only if ρpi > 1.
10It should further be noted that a PFE displays nominal indeterminacy if there are no real balance
effects, εca = φac = 0. Nevertheless, one can always compute a price level sequence for a particular
initial price level and a sequence of inflation rates.
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Proof. See appendix 6.2.
Proposition 1 reveals that the requirements for local equilibrium stability and unique-
ness in terms of the policy parameter ρpi are not robust with regard to changes in the
elasticities εca and σl.
11 For finite labor supply elasticities, σl > 0, predetermined real
balances serve as an endogenous state variable. Correspondingly, passiveness (ρpi < 1)
– a violation of the Taylor-principle – is necessary for locally stable, unique, and non-
oscillatory equilibrium sequences (see part 1a). An interest rate peg, however, violates
the conditions in part 1 of proposition 1 and, thus, implies real indeterminacy. On
the contrary, if interest rate policy follows the Taylor-principle (ρpi > 1), locally stable
and unique equilibrium sequences are oscillatory, which is hardly recommendable for
a central bank that aims at stabilizing the economy. Thus, when beginning-of-period
money relates to households’ consumption, interest rate policy that reacts on current
inflation should rather be passive than active for macroeconomic stability and for the
unique determination of the price level.
To see this, suppose that inflation exceeds its steady state value and equilibrium
sequences are non-oscillatory.12 Given that the inflation elasticity is positive, ρpi > 0,
the nominal interest rate rises, which – ceteris paribus – causes households to reduce
their end-of-period real money holdings m̂t, by (25). According to (24), the expected
real interest rate is further negatively related to the growth rate of real balances. Thus,
an active interest rate setting – implying an increase in the real interest rate – leads
to a decline in the level and the growth rate of real balances, such that the sequences
of real balances and, thus, of consumption and inflation do not converge to the steady
state.
11Note that for the sets (ρpi1, 1) and (1, ρpi1) (see part 1a. of proposition 1) to be non-empty σl >
Υ[(z−1)εca−σa]−1 and εca > σa/(z−1), and, respectively, σl < Υ[(z−1)εca−σa]−1 or εca < σa/(z−1)
has to be satisfied.
12The latter property implies that current and expected future inflation are not negatively related.
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Notably, the equilibrium exhibits different properties if the marginal disutility of
labor is constant, i.e. if the inverse of the labor supply elasticity is zero (see part
2 of proposition 1). Then, the amount of labor supplied by the households is not
related to their consumption expenditures and and the marginal utility of consumption
is always identical to its steady state value (see 23). In this case, the Euler equation
and money demand reduce to a constant real interest rate R̂t − pit+1 = 0, and σam̂t =
−zR̂t + φacĉt+1 + σapit+1, such that the equilibrium is not associated with a unique
value for beginning-of-period real money and that current consumption ĉt cannot be
determined. Correspondingly, predetermined real money balances do not serve as a
state variable. The equilibrium sequences for ĉt+1, pit, m̂t, and R̂t are then locally
stable and uniquely determined for an active interest rate policy, which contrasts the
results for the case of finite labor supply elasticities, σl > 0, presented in part 1 of
proposition 1.
I now turn to the case where the central bank applies a forward looking rule, R̂t =
ρpipit+1.
Proposition 2 (B, Interest rate policy, R̂t = ρpipit+1) Consider that beginning-of-
period money enters the utility function and that the nominal interest rate is set con-
tingent on changes in future inflation R̂t = ρpipit+1. Then, consumption and inflation
cannot uniquely be determined and predetermined real money balances do not serve as
a state variable.
1. When the labor supply elasticity is finite, σl > 0 , then ρpi > 1 is a necessary condi-
tion for uniqueness and local stability of the equilibrium sequences {ĉt+1, pit+1, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0.
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given by:
(a) 1 < ρpi for σl > σl2 and εca >
σa
z−1 ,
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(b) 1 < ρpi < ρpi2, for σl < σl2 or εca <
σa
z−1 , or 1 < ρpi2 < ρpi if σl > σl and
εca >
σa
2z−1 , for σl ∈ (σl, σl2) or εca ∈ ( σa2z−1 , σaz−1),
(c) 1 < ρpi2 < ρpi < −ρpi1 for σl < σl or εca < σa2z−1 ,
where σl2 ≡ Υ(z−1)εca−σa and ρpi2 ≡
Υ+σl(εca+σa)
Υ+σl(εca+σa)−zεcaσl .
2. When the labor supply elasticity is infinite, σl = 0 , then the equilibrium sequences
{ĉt+1, Etpit+1, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0 are locally stable and uniquely determined if and only if
ρpi 6= 1.
Proof. See appendix 6.3.
In comparison to proposition 1 the most fundamental difference relates to the role of
beginning-of-period real balances, m̂t−1. If monetary policy applies a forward looking
interest rate rule, households’ optimal consumption decisions are not affected by pre-
determined real money balances. I.e. real money balances are not a state variable
of the economy. The initial stock of real money balances m−1 = M−1/P−1 is irrele-
vant for the equilibrium allocation and thus, there are multiple price level sequences.
Correspondingly, current inflation can not be pinned down since it enters jointly with
m̂t−1 and the equilibrium is consistent with infinitely many values for current inflation.
Given that the current values for inflation and consumption can not be determined,
households adjust m̂t in accordance with their planned future consumption ĉt+1, imply-
ing that their behavior is not history dependent. On the contrary, if current inflation
serves as a policy indicator, predetermined real money balances restrict households’
consumption decisions and initial real money balances are relevant for the equilibrium
sequences ĉt, pit, m̂t, R̂t at each point in time: predetermined real money balances are
an endogenous state variable (see definition 3) and the perfect foresight equilibrium
is characterized by nominal determinacy. Remarkably in that case, by applying an
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interest rate rule, the complete set of nominal sequences, the absolute price level and
nominal balances, can be uniquely determined.
Under an interest rate rule featuring current inflation, it turns out that there is no
robust value for the inflation elasticity that ensures local stability and uniqueness. For
example, when the real balance effect and the labor supply elasticity satisfy εca >
σa
2z−1
and σl >
Υ
(2z−1)εca−σa , interest rate policy should be passive, ρpi < 1, while the inverse,
ρpi > 1, is required under εca <
σa
2z−1 or σl < σl (see proposition 1). When the central
bank sets the nominal interest rate contingent on expected future inflation, activeness
ρpi > 1 is always necessary (but not sufficient) for uniqueness.
13 As in the previous
case (see part 2 of proposition 1), the equilibrium exhibits different properties if the
labor supply elasticity is infinite σl = 0 as described in part 2 of proposition 2. With a
forward looking interest rate rule, the model then reduces to a set of static equilibrium
conditions characterized by unique equilibrium sequences {ĉt+1, pit+1, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0 for any
non-zero inflation elasticity ρpi 6= 1.
Under a money growth regime equilibrium determination is less sensitive. Ruling
out unreasonable parameter values, I focus, for convenience, on the case where the
inverse of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution of money is not extremely large,
σa < z = R/(R− 1).14
Proposition 3 (B, Money growth policy) Suppose that beginning-of-period money
enters the utility function and that σa < z. Under a constant money growth rule,
predetermined real money balances do not serve as a state variable. The equilibrium
sequences {ĉt+1, pit+1, m̂t, R̂t} ∀t ≥ 0 are locally stable and uniquely determined, and
there exists a unique consistent price level ∀t ≥ 0.
13Non-emptiness of the sets for ρpi requires ρpi2 > 1 and −ρpi1 > ρpi2 , which is fulfilled for the given
restrictions on σl and εca in part 1b and 1c.
14It should be noted that σa < z is just a sufficient precondition for the result in proposition 3 and
hardly restrictive if one assigns values for σa that relate to reasonable magnitudes of σc.
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Proof. See appendix 6.4.
A comparison of the results in the propositions 1-3 shows that the PFE displays real
determinacy, if and only if predetermined real money balances are an endogenous state
variable. This requires an interest policy contingent on current inflation. Remarkably,
the money growth regime leads to an equilibrium behavior being different from the
behavior under both interest rate policy regimes. On the one hand, the price level
can always be determined if real balances are determined, given that the value for the
nominal stock of money is known in every period. On the other hand, the initial values
for the inflation rate pi0 and real money m̂−1 are irrelevant for equilibrium determination,
implying that there are – for different initial price levels – multiple values for both which
are consistent with a unique set of equilibrium sequences {ĉt+1, pit+1, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0. I.e.
the equilibrium displays nominal determinacy but does not rely on predetermined real
money balances as an endogenous state variable. Put differently, for the economy to
evolve in a history dependent way, it is, therefore, not sufficient that monetary policy
is conducted in a backward looking way. Instead, it is the households’ consumption
decision rather than a restriction on the evolution of money, which is responsible for
the equilibrium sequences to depend on beginning-of-period money holdings. There is
an analogy to the role of physical capital in a standard real business cycle model with a
depreciation rate equal to one. Capital remains a relevant state variable, even though
the model (virtually) lacks an accumulation equation.15
15Consider a real version of my model, with perfect competition, a production technology satisfying
yt = stkαt−1l
1−α
t , where kt−1 denotes the beginning-of-period stock of physical capital and α ∈ (0, 1),
and a capital depreciation rate of 100%. Nevertheless, capital serves as a relevant state variable, i.e.,
kt−1 affects the equilibrium allocation in period t.
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3.2 End-of-period money
Next, I will briefly summarize the requirements for equilibrium determination under
the assumption that end-of-period money holdings enter the utility function. In this
case, the equilibrium displays nominal indeterminacy – unless monetary policy follows
a constant money growth rule. This specification has also been examined by Benhabib
et al. (2001a) and by Woodford (2003) for interest rate policies, and by Carlstrom
and Fuerst (2003) for money growth rules. The deterministic steady state for this
version is characterized by the following conditions, R = pi/β, −ul(c) = uc(c,m), and
uc(c,m) (R− 1) = ua(m, c).16 Log-linearizing the model summarized in definition 1
for At = Mt at the steady state with R > 1 leads to the following set of equilibrium
conditions:
εcam̂t = (σl + σc) ĉt, (28)
σcĉt − εcam̂t = σcĉt+1 − εcam̂t+1 − R̂t + pit+1, (29)
(εca + σa) m̂t = (φac + σc) ĉt − (z − 1) R̂t. (30)
The conditions (28)-(30), the transversality condition, and a monetary policy rule (26)
have to be satisfied by the equilibrium sequences {ĉt, pit, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0. In contrast to
the B-version, consumption and inflation are independent of beginning-of-period real
balances. To put it differently, predetermined real money balances can not serve as a
state variable. Instead, the private sector behavior is entirely forward-looking in the
E-version with the consequence that the equilibrium displays nominal indeterminacy
under interest rate policy.
The following proposition summarizes the conditions for equilibrium determination un-
der interest rate policy.
16A discussion of steady state uniqueness is provided in appendix 6.1.
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Proposition 4 (E, Interest rate policy) Suppose that end-of-period money enters
the utility function and that the central bank sets the nominal interest rate.
1. When current inflation enters the interest rate rule, R̂t = ρpipit, the equilibrium
displays real determinacy and local stability if and only if ρpi > 1.
2. When future inflation enters the interest rate rule, R̂t = ρpipit+1, inflation cannot
uniquely be determined. The equilibrium sequences {ĉt, pit+1, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0 are locally
stable and uniquely determined if and only if i) ρpi > 1 or ρpi <
(
1 + 2(z−1)σlεca
Υ+σl(εca+σa)
)−1
for σl > 0, and ii) ρpi 6= 1 for σl = 0.
Proof. See appendix 6.5.
As in the B-version, equilibrium determination depends on the particular interest rate
rule. When the nominal interest rate is set contingent on current inflation, inflation
can be determined for all periods. Under a forward looking interest rate policy, one
can only uniquely determine future inflation. In any case, the initial price level and
initial real balances are irrelevant for a REE, implying nominal indeterminacy and the
absence of an endogenous state variable. Uniqueness of equilibrium sequences is further
ensured by an active interest rate policy, ρpi > 1, under both types of rules. For the
special case, where the labor supply elasticity is infinite, any forward looking interest
rate rule satisfying ρpi 6= 1 leads to unique equilibrium sequences {ĉt, pit+1, m̂t, R̂t}∞t=0.
Turning to the case where the central bank holds the money growth rate constant, I
find that the equilibrium behavior closely relates to the one in the B-version.
Proposition 5 (E, Money growth policy) Suppose that end-of-period money en-
ters the utility function and that the money growth rate is held constant. Then, the
equilibrium sequences {ĉt, m̂t, R̂t} ∀t ≥ 0 and {pit} ∀t ≥ 1 are locally stable and uniquely
determined, and there exists a unique consistent price level ∀t ≥ 0.
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Proof. See appendix 6.6.
To summarize, the specification of money demand has substantial consequences for
the determination of equilibrium sequences and for macroeconomic stability. The
beginning-of-period value for real money balances is only relevant for equilibrium de-
termination in the B-version under a non-forward looking interest rate rule. In the
E-version, where the households’ behavior lacks any backward looking element, the
initial value of real balances is irrelevant for any policy regime under consideration.
Whether beginning-of period real money is serving as a relevant endogenous state vari-
able or not, is, on the one hand, decisive for a unique determination of the price level,
and, on the other hand, crucially affects the conditions for local stability and uniqueness
under an interest rate policy regime: policy should rather be passive than active, to
avoid unstable or oscillatory equilibrium sequences. Under a constant money growth
regime, however, local stability and uniqueness of equilibrium sequences and a unique
price level sequence is ensured for both versions – regardless of the labor supply elastic-
ity. Given that the stock of money is known in every period, a unique sequence for real
money balances suffices to pin down uniquely the entire sequence for the absolute price
level. Evidently, this does not require the economy to evolve in a history dependent
way.
3.3 Related results
The main novel results in this section refer to the case where beginning-of-period money
enters the utility function and the central bank applies an interest rate rule, while some
results for the alternative cases correspond to results in related studies on real balances
effects and equilibrium determinacy in flexible price models. For example, my findings
for the E-version (see part 1 of proposition 4) resemble the results in Benhabib et al.
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(2001a) and Woodford (2003) for non-separable utility functions. They find that when
current inflation serves as an indicator, active interest rate setting is necessary and
sufficient for local stability and uniqueness. This, however, changes when beginning-of-
period money provides utility, since equilibrium sequences are then – except for the case
σl = 0 – unstable or oscillatory (see proposition 1). Thus, the literature has disregarded
the role of predetermined real balances as a relevant state variable, which substantially
affects the real and nominal determinacy properties.
If the monetary authority applies a constant money growth rule, then local stabil-
ity and uniqueness impose restrictions on preferences only in case where the stock of
money held at the beginning of the period provides utility. In particular, the inverse
of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution for real money balances should not be
too large (see proposition 3), which corresponds to the results in Brock (1974), Mat-
suyama (1990), Carlstrom and Fuerst (2003), and Woodford (2003). Assuming that
end-of-period money provides transaction services, Brock (1974), Matsuyama (1990),
and Woodford (2003), show that local stability and uniqueness is ensured if consump-
tion and real balances are Edgeworth-complements, as in my framework. Furthermore,
Carlstrom and Fuerst (2003) find that the intertemporal elasticity of substitution for
money can matter for local stability and uniqueness is guaranteed, as in proposition 3.
To unveil the role of non-separability for the results and to facilitate comparisons
with related studies (see, e.g., Carlstrom and Fuerst, 2001), I further briefly discuss the
case where money demand is separable, εca = φac = 0. Then, the model reduces to
R̂t = Etpit+1, and σam̂t =
 − (z − σa) R̂t for the B-version− (z − 1) R̂t for the E-version .
while consumption is exogenously determined. When utility is separable, the conditions
for uniqueness under money growth policy, which are presented in proposition 3 and 5,
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are unchanged. In contrast to the results for the non-separable case, the particular stock
of money that enters the utility function is now irrelevant for equilibrium determination
under interest rate policy: Equilibrium uniqueness requires ρpi > 1 for R̂t = ρpipit and
ρpi 6= 1 for R̂t = ρpipit+1, which accords to the results in Carlstrom and Fuerst (2001).
As in the case of non-separable utility, current inflation cannot be determined under
a forward looking interest rate rule, while under a money growth rule inflation is only
indetermined in the first period.
4 Imperfectly Flexible Prices
In a framework with monopolistic competitive firms and staggered price setting as
developed by Calvo (1983), the initial price level belongs to the set of relevant state
variables.17 Under this specification, real balances serve as a relevant predetermined
state variable for all aforementioned policy rules, when the beginning-of-period specifi-
cation applies. If, however, the end-of-period stock of money enters the utility function,
households are entirely forward looking, and real money serves as a relevant state vari-
able only if monetary policy is history dependent, i.e., when the central bank applies
a money growth rule. Nonetheless, the determinacy properties under constant money
growth and sticky prices correspond to those under flexible prices. The main implica-
tions for equilibrium uniqueness and stability under imperfectly flexible prices are as
follows:
• When beginning-of-period money provides utility, interest rate policy has to be
passive to lead to locally stable, unique, and non-oscillatory equilibrium sequences,
regardless whether current or future inflation enters the policy rule. An active
17Please refer to Schabert and Stoltenberg (2005) for details in that case.
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interest rate policy is associated with locally stable and unique equilibrium se-
quences if and only if end-of-period money provides utility and current inflation
serves as the policy indicator.18
• As under flexible prices, the central bank can ensure equilibrium sequence to
be uniquely determined, locally stable, and non-oscillatory under both timing
specifications by holding the growth rate of money constant, provided that real
balance effects are not extremely large.
5 Conclusion
Real balance effects typically arise when transaction costs are specified in a general
equilibrium model in form of shopping time or real resource costs, which are reduced
by money holdings. The fact that the equilibrium sequences for real balances and con-
sumption can then not separately be determined, is broadly viewed as negligible for
the assessment of monetary policy, given that empirical evidence suggests real balance
effects to be relatively small (Ireland, 2004). In contrast to this view, it is demonstrated
in this paper that the existence (not the magnitude) of real balance effects has sub-
stantial implications for the determination of a rational expectations equilibrium and
of the price level under interest rate policy.
However, for real balance effects to contribute to price level determination, as for
example suggested by Patinkin (1949, 1965), predetermined real money balances have
to serve as a state variable. Remarkably, these properties require that the stock of
money at the beginning of the period yields transaction services, which corresponds
to Svensson’s timing assumption (1985), that the goods market closes before the asset
18To be more precise, these results apply for finite labor supply elasticities. For the case of an infinite
labor supply elasticity there is a related paper by Brckner and Schabert, 2005. Assuming staggered
price setting and a specific functional form for utility, they consider the implications of the timing of
markets on optimal monetary policy under discretion.
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market opens. Hence, real money that has been acquired in the previous period restricts
households’ current consumption expenditures. Then, there exists a unique initial price
level that is consistent with a rational expectations equilibrium, i.e., the equilibrium
displays nominal determinacy. In that case, interest policy should be passive to ensure
unique, non-oscillatory and locally stable equilibrium sequences – a violation of the
Taylor-principle. If, on the other hand, current consumption is related to the end-of-
period stock of money, then the equilibrium displays nominal indeterminacy, and the
well-known principles for uniqueness and stability of equilibrium sequences of a cash-
less economy (roughly) apply. Remarkably, these results highlight, that the existence
and timing of real balance effects jointly have substantial implications for equilibrium
determination.
If monetary policy follows a constant money growth rule, the conditions for equi-
librium uniqueness are likely to be ensured. Though the economy does not evolve in
a history dependent way, the entire path for the absolute price level is uniquely deter-
mined in both versions. These results suggest that a central bank that aims to avoid
multiple, unstable, or oscillatory equilibrium sequences in an environment where trans-
action frictions are non-negligible, should rather control the supply of money than the
nominal interest rate.
Yet, an optimal conduct of monetary policy will certainly require the supply of
money to be state contingent (as an interest rate feedback rule), which might be asso-
ciated with different determinacy implications than a constant money growth regime.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Existence and uniqueness of the steady state
In this appendix, I briefly examine the steady state properties of the model. I restrict
my attention to the case where the nominal interest rate is strictly positive, R− 1 > 0.
I further omit, for convenience, bars which are throughout the paper used to mark
steady state values.
When the stock of money at the beginning of the period enters the utility function,
the deterministic steady state is characterized by the following conditions: −ul(c) =
uc(c,m/pi)(² − 1)/², R = pi/β and ua(c,m/pi)(uc(c,m/pi))−1 = R − 1. For an inter-
est rate policy regime, it is assumed that the policy rule of the central bank, R(pi),
has a unique solution for the steady state relation R = pi/β, so that the inflation
rate can be substituted out. The first equation implies that c is an implicit function
of m, c = f(m), with f ′(m) = −uca(² − 1)[Rβ²(ull + ucc(² − 1)/²)]−1 > 0. Using
this, the third equation can be used to determine the steady state value for m with
ua(f(m),m/pi)[uc(f(m),m/(Rβ))]
−1 = R − 1. Differentiating the fraction on the left
hand side reveals that
dua/uc
dm
=
uc(²− 1)/²(uccuaa − u2ca) + ull(uaauc − uauca)
Rβu2c(ull + ucc(²− 1)/²)
< 0,
as I assumed concavity for u(c, a). It follows that a globally unique steady state exists
if and only if:
lim
m→0
ua(f(m),m/Rβ)
uc(f(m),m/(Rβ))
> R− 1.
Thus, steady state uniqueness relies on money to be essential (see Obstfeld and Ro-
goff, 1983): The marginal utility of real money balances should grow with a rate
that is higher than the rate by which 1/uc converges to zero when m approaches
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zero. An analogous line of arguments in case of a money growth policy leads to
the condition limm→0 ua(g(m),m/µ)[uc(g(m),m/µ)]−1 > µ/β − 1, where c = g(m)
is the implicit relation derived of the steady state condition −ul(c) = uc(c,m/µ) with
g′(m) = −uca(² − 1)[µ²(ull + ucc(² − 1)/²)]−1 > 0. The condition for existence and
uniqueness for the interest rate policy regime if end-of-period money provides transac-
tion services is
lim
m→0
ua(fE(m),m)
uc(fE(m),m)
>
R− 1
R
,
with fE(m)
′ = −uca(² − 1)[²(ull + ucc(² − 1)/²)]−1 > 0. If the monetary authority
applies a constant money growth rule then limm→0 ua(fE(m),m)[uc(fE(m),m)]−1 >
(µ/β − 1)/(µ/β) must be satisfied.
6.2 Proof of proposition 1
Consider a monetary policy regime that sets the nominal interest rate contingent on
changes in current inflation, R̂t = ρpipit.
First, I establish the conditions for local stability and uniqueness. Second, if the
labor supply supply elasticity is finite, I show that the existence of exactly one stable
eigenvalue (assigned to real money balances, ηm) implies non-zero coefficients ηi, i =
c, pi,R of the fundamental solution.
Reducing the model in (23)-(25) leads to the following system in inflation and real
money balances:
 pit+1
m̂t
 =
 σlεcaσl+σc + 1 − σlεcaσl+σc
Υ+σl(εca+σa)
σc+σl
−Υ+σl(εca+σa)
σc+σl

−1 σlεcaσl+σc + ρpi − σlεcaσl+σc
zρpi 0

 pit
m̂t−1

= A
 pit
m̂t−1
 .
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The characteristic polynomial of A can be simplified to
F (X) = X2 −XρpiΥ+ σl(εca + σa)− zσlεca
Υ+ σl(εca + σa)
− ρpizσlεca
Υ+ σl(εca + σa)
.
Consider the case the labor supply elasticity is finite σl > 0. In this case, the de-
terminant of A, det(A) = F (0) < 0, is strictly negative, indicating that exactly one
eigenvalue is negative and that real money balances are a relevant state variable. Local
stability and uniqueness then requires that there exists exactly one root of F (X) = 0
with modulus less than one. To examine the conditions for this, I use that F (X) further
satisfies
F (1) = 1− ρpi,
F (−1) = (1 + ρpi)(Υ + σl(εca + σa))− 2zσlεcaρpi
Υ+ σl(εca + σa)
.
Thus, for F (1) < 0 (> 0) and F (−1) > 0 (< 0), the model is locally stable, unique and
(non-)oscillatory, since the stable eigenvalue is negative (positive).
Thus, for F (1) > 0 and F (−1) < 0), the model is locally stable, unique and non-
oscillatory, since the stable eigenvalue is positive. If F (1) < 0 and F (−1) > 0, equilib-
rium sequences are locally stable and unique, but oscillatory, since the stable eigenvalue
has a negative sign. Suppose that the real balance effect and that the inverse of the
labor supply elasticity are large enough such that εca > σa(2z − 1)−1 and σl > σl,
where σl ≡ Υ(2z−1)εca−σa . Then, F (−1) can be negative if ρpi is sufficiently large. Local
stability and uniqueness with F (1) > 0 and F (−1) < 0, is then ensured by moderate
inflation elasticities satisfying ρpi1 < ρpi < 1, where ρpi1 ≡ σl(εca+σa)+Υσl(2z−1)εca−σlσa−Υ . Alterna-
tively, local stability and uniqueness arise for F (1) < 0 and F (−1) > 0, which requires
1 < ρpi < ρpi1. Suppose that εca > σa(2z − 1)−1 or σl < σl. Then, F (−1) cannot be
negative and local stability and uniqueness then arise if ρpi > 1.
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To establish the role of predetermined real money balances as a state variable,
I need to show that the coefficients ηi, i = c, pi, R are non-zero if ηm is non-zero and
stable. Applying the method of undetermined coefficients to (23) results in the following
restrictions for the coefficients ηc and ηpi:
ηc =
εca(1− ηpi)
σ+σl
,
implying that for ε > 0 one not both coefficients can be zero. In particular, if ηpi is
neither zero nor 1, predetermined real money balances are a relevant endogenous state
variable for ρpi 6= 0. The money demand equation (25) implies that
ηpi = − ηmk
zρpi − ηmk 6= 0, 1
since k = Υ + σl(σc + σa) > 0 due to strict concavity and ρpi 6= 0 (no interest rate
peg).
Now, consider the case where the labor supply elasticity is infinite, σl = 0. In this
case det(A) = 0, indicating that the beginning-of-period value for real money balances
is irrelevant for the determination of pit and m̂t. It follows that one eigenvalue equals
zero and the other eigenvalue is larger than one, if and only if ρpi > 1. Then, the
equilibrium sequences for m̂t, ĉt+1, pit and R̂t for t ≥ 0 are locally stable and uniquely
determined, while ĉt cannot be determined. ¥
6.3 Proof of proposition 2
Consider a monetary regime in which future inflation serves as the policy indicator,
R̂t = ρpiEtpit+1. Substituting for consumption with (23) and inserting the forward-
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looking feedback rule, the model in (23)-(25) can be reduced to
 pit+1
m̂t
 =
 σlεcaσl+σc + 1− ρpi − σlεcaσl+σc
Υ+σl(εca+σa)
σc+σl
− zρpi −Υ+σl(εca+σa)σc+σl

−1 σlεcaσl+σc − σlεcaσl+σc
0 0

 pit
m̂t−1

= B
 pit
m̂t−1
 .
The characteristic polynomial of B is given by
F (X) = X(X − ρpizσlεca
(Υ + σl(εca + σa))(1− ρpi) + ρpizσlεca ).
Evidently, real money balances are not a relevant state variable, and one can only solve
for m̂t, Etpit+1, Etĉt+1 and R̂t ∀t ≥ 0. For a finite labor supply elasticity, σl > 0,
local stability and uniqueness requires the other eigenvalue (one is equal to zero) to be
unstable. A positive unstable root arises if monetary policy is active and σl > σl2 or
if 1 < ρpi < ρpi2 for σl < σl2 or εca < σa/(2z − 1). A negative unstable root exists if
ρpi > ρpi2, given that σl > σl and εca > σa/(2z − 1), for σl < σl2 or εca < σa/(2z − 1).
Thus, 1 < ρpi2 < ρpi < −ρpi1 leads to a locally stable and unique equilibrium with a
negative root for σl < σl or εca < σa/(2z − 1). When the labor supply elasticity is
infinite, σl = 0, then the Euler equation reads (1 − ρpi)pit+1 = 0. Thus, the model
displays local stability and uniqueness if and only if ρpi 6= 1. ¥
6.4 Proof of proposition 3
Under a constant money growth regime the nominal interest rate can be substituted
out so that the reduced form system of the model in (23)-(25) reads (where I omitted
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the exogenous state)
$1ĉt+1 − ($2 + 1) m̂t +$2pit+1 = −σcĉt + εcam̂t−1 − εcapit, (31)
εcam̂t−1 = (σl + σc) ĉt + εcapit, (32)
where $1 ≡ (σc(1− z) + φac) z−1 and $2 ≡ (εca(1− z)− z + σa) z−1, and m̂t = m̂t−1−
pit. After eliminating consumption with (32) and inflation with the linearized money
growth rule (26), I get the following difference equation in m̂t :
m̂t+1 =
z(σlεca + σl + σc)
z(σlεca + σl + σc)− (Υ + σlεca + σlσa)m̂t.
Once m̂t is determined, which requires an unstable root, one can solve for pit and ĉt ∀t ≥
1, while the initial values for consumption ĉ0 and inflation pi0 cannot be determined.
Local uniqueness and stability of the equilibrium sequences {m̂t, pit+1, ĉt+1, R̂t}∞t=0 thus
require
∣∣∣ z(σlεca+σl+σc)z(σlεca+σl+σc)−(Υ+σlεca+σlσa) ∣∣∣ > 1. If z(σlεca + σl + σc)− (Υ + σlεca + σlσa) > 0,
then the root is positive and unstable. Rearranging and using Υ = σcσa− εcaφac shows
that this conditions is satisfied for z > σa. ¥
6.5 Proof of proposition 4
Consider the case where the central bank sets the nominal interest rate contingent
on changes in current inflation, R̂t = ρpipit. After substituting for consumption and
eliminating m̂t and m̂t+1 with the static money demand equation (30), one obtains the
following difference equation (where I omitted the exogenous state):
(d+ 1)ρpipit = (dρpi + 1)pit+1,
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where d ≡ (z − 1)σlεca[Υ + σl(εca + σa)]−1 > 0. Therefore ρpi > 1 is necessary and
sufficient for local stability and uniqueness of the equilibrium sequences of inflation pit,
real balances m̂t, consumption ĉt and the nominal interest rate, R̂t ∀ t ≥ 0.
Now, consider the case where future inflation serves as the policy indicator, R̂t =
ρpipit+1. When the labor supply elasticity is finite, σl > 0, then the model in (28)-(30)
reduces to:
pit+2 =
ρpi(1 + d)− 1
dρpi
pit+1.
Evidently, one cannot determine current inflation rate pit. One obtains a unique and
locally stable solution for expected inflation, and the current values of consumption,
real money balances and the nominal interest rate, if the eigenvalue of this equation is
positive and unstable, which requires ρpi > 1. Alternatively, ρpi < [1 + 2d]
−1 ensures
local stability and uniqueness, where one eigenvalue is smaller than −1. When the
labor supply elasticity is infinite, σl = 0, then uniqueness of a equilibrium sequence for
pit+1 ∀t ≥ 0 is guaranteed by ρpi 6= 1.¥
6.6 Proof of proposition 5
Under a constant money growth policy, m̂t = m̂t−1 − pit, the model in (28)-(30) can –
by eliminating the nominal interest rate – be reduced to:
εcam̂t = (σl + σc) ĉt, (33)
γ1ĉt+1 + γ2pit+1 + γ3m̂t = (γ1 +
σc + φac
z
)ĉt, (34)
where γ1 = σc(z − 1)z−1 > 0, γ2 = (1 + εca)(z − 1)z−1 > 0 and γ3 = (εca + σa)z−1 > 0.
Eliminating consumption with (33) and inflation with the linearized money growth rule
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leads to the following difference equation in real money balances:
m̂t+1 =
[σl(1 + εca) + σc](z − 1) + Υ + σl(εca + σa)
[σl(1 + εca) + σc](z − 1) m̂t,
which evidently exhibits an unstable root. Thus, one can uniquely determine end-of-
period real balances m̂t , current consumption ĉt, the nominal interest rate R̂t ∀t ≥ 0,
while inflation pit can only be determined for t ≥ 1 . ¥
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